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SECT|ON - A

All the filEt ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. Evatuate [mr1 +1) .x-'-\ n )
I

2. State true or false: A function that is continuous on a compact set K is uniformly
@ntinuous on K.

3. Define a bounded function.

4. Determine the points of discontinuity of the Dirichlel's function.

5. State Rolle's theorem.

6. State intermediate value property

7. When do you say that a fundion is differentiable on an interval?
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8. State true or false:.lf f is differentiable
then fis continuous.

9. Define lower integral of a function f.

3'10. Compute J[x] dx, wnere txl denotes the greatest inteqer ftinction.
o 

aECTroN - B

Answer ani eiqht questions. Each question canies 2 marks.

' |x-d
11. Show that the limit limr rdoesn'texist.

x-+2 X -2
12. L€t fand g be realvalued functions then prove that

fim {t(x) + s(x) }= tim (x)+ tim sk)..

13. Show that lxi is continuous everywhere.

1a. Let [x] denote the largest integer containing In x and (x) = x - [x] denote the
fuional part of x. What discontinuity do the function (x) has?

15. lf, f, g be two functions @ntinuous at a point c then the function f-g is also
continuous at c.

Show that the function f(x) = x2 is uniformly continuous on Fl, 1J.

in [ab] and f(x) = o for all xe (aD),

't6.

17. Suppose that {x,} is a Cauchy sequence in R. Prove that f(x, ) is a Cauchy
sequence where fis a uniformly continuous function.

18.

19.

20.

State Squeez theorem.

tinuous function need not be difterentiable.Giye an erGmple to show that con

lf fis differentable in (a,b)and f'(x) >0 for all x e (a,b), show that fis
monotonically increasing.

21. 
. 
Suppose fand g are defined oh [a, bl and are clifferential atapointxe[a,b].
Pro\rethat f +g is differentiable.
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21.

26.

22.

23.

.bb
show that f tdx <.ltax.

aa

Show that rhe tunction f(x)

continuous o,nly at x = O.

defined on R by
I x if x is irrational

flxl = 4 is
[- x if x is rational

tor x ela,bl, prove that

f'(a)< t < r(o) tren

D) and f attains

then

a

25.

30.

31.

32.

lf Pl and P2 are any two partitions of [a, b] ,ttren l(f,4) < u(t,pr).

lf a tundion f is integrable on [a,o] and m < f(x) < M
b

m(o-al<lr <u(o-a).
a

lf f is a real differentiable function on [a,0] and suppose

prove that there is a point x e (a, b) such that f(x): I .

State and prove extreme vafue theorem.

irove that if f is differentiable on an open intewal in (a,

maximum value at sorne point c in (i, b), then f'(c) = 0.

3

bb
lr ax < lv dx.
aa

SECTION - C

AnswBr any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.
' /.\

27. Show that lim sinl -1 I does not exist..rro (x./

Assume fand g are defined on dl of R and that lim f(x) = g and lim S(r) = ..x-+p x 4q

Give an example to show that it may not be fue that lim g (f(x) = r.' x1p

Sholy that if fand g aro t*runded and integrable on [a,b] such that f < g

Pmve that a function which is continuous on a closed interval is uniformly
conlinuous on lhat interval.
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1 t.t
33. Show that t tax = :: where f(x) = 5x + 3 .i2'
u. lf g:A+R js differentiable on.an interval A and satisfies g'(x)=O for all

x e A, then prove that g(x) = k for some constant k e R .

35. Prove that a continuous function in a closed interval is integrable in that interval.

36. Prove thal if f is monotonic in [a,b] then fis integrable in [a,-o].

37. lf fis bouhded and integrable in [a, D], prove that lhere exists a number ll lying
.b

between a and b such that If(x)ax= p(b-a\.'- 
: 

v'- rs

38. Assume f is integrable tunction on the interval [a,o], men show thht lfl is also '

Ir I b

intesrable and lJ rl . I lrl.l, I ."
SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

39. State and prove intermediate value theorem. ls the converce true? Justify.

40, Defne LipschiE functions. Show that every LipschiE function is -lniformly
@ntinuous. ls the converse statemenl true? Justiry.

41. State and prove chain rule for differentiation.

42. (a) State and prove Mean value theorem.

(b). Prove that if f is continuous in Ia, bl, then f is integrable in [a, D].

is. t f :[ab] + n is bounded, and fis integrable on.[c,O] tor ali c e (40), tnen

prove that fis integrableon [a;b].

,14. State and prove fundarnental theorem of calculus.
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